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Volcano Community Association Mission Statement
To improve and protect the quality of life in Volcano, County and State of Hawaii, on
behalf of all residents of the area. To promote the social and educational advancement,

increase recreational opportunities, ensure health, protect natural environment, and devel-
op community spirit. Also, it will undertake any consonant project the community may be

moved to assign to it. However, it will remain nonpartisan and nonsectarian.
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Parking is always an issue in
Volcano on the 4th of July due to the
parade and all the festivities. The
map on the left shows you where
you can park on Wednesday, July 4th

since parking will not be allowed at
Cooper Center where all the activi-
ties will be happening after the
parade. There will be limited park-
ing at the Niaulani Campus of the
Volcano Art Center, some parking
between the Volcano Post Office and
Volcano Store for parade vehicles
only, but True Value Hardware /
Thai Thai Restaurant has the
biggest parking lot and the shuttle
stops right in front. There will also
be limited street parking along
Haunani and Wright Road above
Kilauea Road, but beware of soft
shoulders. Aloha Happy Place on
Old Volcano Road also has 20+ free
parking spaces to offer. (see map)

Every year the VCA hires a KMC shut-
tle bus to help people get to Cooper
Center and back to their cars. The
shuttle is totally FREE to use and fol-
lows at the end of the parade. From
Cooper Center the shuttle goes up

Wright Road, left on Kilauea, down Haunani and left on Old Volcano Road and back to Cooper
Center. The shuttle is easy to spot because it is white with red stripes and says “KMC-A Joint Services
Recreation Center” on the side. Please use this shuttle with our compliments

If you would like to be in the parade you can download an entry form on the VCA website at
www.volcanocommunity.org under the events tab or send an email to vcainfo@yahoo.com.   >>>>

Volcano Parade is Wed. July 4th, 2018 at 9 am
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Coqui Control  Strategies
in Volcano Vary by Neighborhood
What is being done to control the steadily increasing number of coqui
frogs heard in Volcano? That varies greatly by neighborhood. At lower,
warmer elevations, in Royal Hawaiian, Hawaiian Orchid Isle, and `Ohi`a
Estates, coqui breed prolifically and populations are very high through-

out these neighborhoods; neighborhood-wide control is no longer feasible. Some residents control
coqui immediately around their homes in order to get a good night’s sleep or be heard on the phone
over the background noise. Coqui finding is mostly a self-taught skill. One tactic that helps in pin-
ning down the location of the calling coqui is to listen from different areas surrounding the frog.
After you see the frog but are not confident about hand capturing it, spray it directly with citric acid.
Details about how to capture or spray coqui are available on the “Coqui Fact Sheet” under
Community Resources on the Volcano Community Association website: www.volcanocommunity.org

Slightly higher up the mountain in Mauna Loa Estates, breeding populations are scattered, and
many areas are still relatively quiet. The neighborhood Coordinator, John Hoover (985-9906) and his
dedicated crew, Terence Spencer, Steve Brantley and Ian McMillan will come to your location if there
are just one or a few frogs and control is feasible and worthwhile. Breeding populations are less com-
mon in Volcano Village, but many more frogs are now “hitchhiking” to this neighborhood on cars,
potted plants, and building materials. Contact the neighborhood coordinator, Tim Tunison (769-7258
or volcanoplantguy@gmail.com) to report a frog. We know about the ones at Cooper Center, Post
Office, and businesses along Old Volcano Road. Hopefully, the Volcano Village Coquistadores crew
will be able to catch up (no pun intended) and remove the numerous newcomers and continue to be
able to control frogs village-wide. 

The cooler and drier Volcano Golf Course subdivision is the least favorable habitat in Volcano for
coqui frogs but they are still there and increasing in number as more arrive from lower elevations.
Diane Ware (967-8642) is now the neighborhood coordinator and the person to call to report frogs.
The national park is committed to controlling coqui, with an employee hired from May to November
to focus on frog removal. The Park is doing what they can about the known breeding populations in
Kilauea Iki Crater and the Mauna Ulu trailhead parking area. submitted by Tim Tunison

cont. from page 6
Volunteers can call Meghan Jerolaman our parade coordi-
nator at (808)333-7588 or email mjerolaman@gmail.com.
Vendors at Cooper Center need to reserve their space by
contacting Linda Ugalde and the Cooper Center Council.
Their website is www.thecoopercenter.org. Lets all have a
wonderful and safe 4th!

Meghan Jerolaman parade coordinator

Our VCA vice president Vicki Arthur on the left
painted faces at the 2017 July 4th keiki games. There
will be lots of fun for the whole family again this year.
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